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About This Game

A Narrative FPS game that starts when several years ago your company discovered a machine which appears to open
doorways that go to not only different places but also peoples nightmares.
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You are hired to explore each different environment or nightmare and discover the reason to why this machine exists in the first
place.

Encounter new and strange environments, creatures and participate in events that will help you on your missions.

FEATURES :

*Explore new places and peoples nightmares.

*See exotic worlds and unexpected places.

*Capture strange creatures to study.

*Solve puzzles and mysteries along the way.

*Collect weapons and other equipment to study.

Let's play!
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Crushes, Crushes Everywhere. The movie "Alexander" was really bad but this expansion pack came for free with the game. I
don't think I ever actually played it, but it may have somehow been folded into the regular game experience.. First impressions:

I am not recommending it because of the price. Even at this low price I don't think it's good value. But if you don't care about
that you might like to give it a try for a laugh (a BIT of a laugh lol). Update: I tried playing through a bit more, I just found it
hard to keep going. To be honest it is a pretty bland game. I quit when I got up to a bit were you have to jump between 2
enemies and it was impossible to avoid taking damage. I died and it was my last life after countless deaths trying to complete the
same level...

http://youtu.be/Wxqxw9b0rOg
Surprisingly to actually move your character and stuff it feels okay, it's fluid your character doesn't doesn't become static when
you attack and that sort of thing. On first booting up the I found games sound track and short story explanation amusing. It's
actually a hard to avoid some enemy projectiles because of the their unpredictability and lack of fine control over your
character. I found a good tactic is to just spam your weapon before enemy even scroll onto the screen. But that's a pretty lame
way to play and the weapon noise would annoying. Truthfully I only played for 10 minutes or so, so far. But I've completed the
first of 5 worlds in what felt like 5 minutes. At that rate it would take only 25 minutes to complete this game. Even at this low
price it may not be good value for money. Also the music became pretty repetitive and it seemed to only be a short loop.
Obviously that can become annoying. And lastly the weapon that you unlocked after the boss fight was only different from the
first weapon in that it fired a different coloured projectile. That was kind of lame lol. OMG THAT WAS VERY NICE!
Is there any other thing ?
Is that all the story ?
But it worth it.
6\/10. Very Nice RPG game i feel revived and want to play more RPG games cus of this!. One of the best games of all time!
I'm so glad to have this game again even though it's not in my mother tongue. Nevermind. I'm glad as f**k to be able to play it
again on a windows 10 pc.

I used to play so uncountable many hours when I was about 11 years old and I NEVER got bored of the game.

Unfortunately I couldn't simply play it without any troubles so I had to figure out some solutions but none did really work. So I
have to play it the oldschool way: in a 4:3 solution because the 16:9 still won't work. -.-

Such a good game from back in the days... I simply love it. Forever! <3. Good. Classic. Simple. Best case senario for a $3 TD
game.. I FINALLY SAVED CHRISTMAS

This game actually made me like Christmas, best shumup ever and is actually beatable. This scenery is not working at all. The
DLC is in the DLC's folder with 5 aiports like a bunch of other scenaries but FSX Steam is not loading them at all.
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I would appreciate any help.
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Be ware if you buy this game,,,, archivements dont work and we are not getting a fix or update for the problem and havnt heard
anything from the developer for weeks. Did you hear about the new blonde paint?

It's not real bright, but its cheap, and spreads easy.. Its ok for the price just dont poke my right eye out ok?. Low System
Requirement :D. Its a really fun game to play with friends. I bought a dozen Meerkats and they all died of Tuberculosis. Screw
this game.. If you like destroying Lego bricks then get this game it's super fun. Trust me =D. its easy to sea that this game is
porly mate. and they only made it to get a quick $$$
here are resons why i dont like the game.

1. crops take forever to grow and nothing to do while you wait.

2. when theres winter ther isnt any snow around the houses just sand or grass.

3.its not worth 5$. it doesnt work. not impressed.
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